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MAPS, LANDSCAPES AND FLOWER PAINTINGS: 

NEW FOUNDINGS FROM THE CHINESE COLLECTION 

OF THE NAPRSTEK MUSEUM 

Lucie Olivova* 

ApsTRACT: The article introduces, and reproduces 6 Chinese items from the Museum's 
collection, which were exhibited at the East Bohemian Gallery of Fine Arts in Pardubice in 
spring 2009. Among them is the newly discovered manuscript map of Chengde imperial 
palace, supplemented here with a complete list of its labels. Then follow five paintings 
by Qian Gu, Li Weixin, Jiang Tingxi (?), Chen Nian, and Li Keran; they too are briefly 

discussed with regard to their seals, inscriptions, authenticity and so on. 

Key worps: Chinese painting — Qing and 20th century painting — historical maps - Chen 

Nian — Jiang Tingxi — Li Keran — Li Weixin — (Qing) Qian Gu 

The aim of this article is to draw attention to selected artefacts from the Chinese painting 
and print collection of the National Museum — Naprstek Museum of Asian, American and 
African cultures (hereafter Naprstek Museum), most of which had not been previously 
seen, reproduced and/or studied, and thereby to give them the recognition they rightly 
deserve. At the same time the article recalls the exhibition “The Landscape of Chinese Art” 
(18 March to 24 May 2009) which featured them. Staged by and at the East Bohemian 
Gallery of Fine Arts in Pardubice, it was the first exhibition of Chinese paintings ever 
presented in that town, and met with much public interest. Of the 70 or so paintings of 
landscapes and natural motifs on display, ten were lent by the Naprstek Museum. ' In this 
article, however, I only discuss some of them: the bird-view manuscript map of Chengde 
imperial palace (Inv.No.19 726), and five paintings by Qian Gu (Inv.No. 17 436), Li Weixin 
(Inv.No. 19 274), Jiang Tingxi ? (Inv.No. 30 845), Chen Nian (Inv.No. Al4 979), and Li 

Keran (Inv.No. A 5 420), respectively. Finally, I attempt to summarize the character of 

Chinese painting collections in the Czech republic. 

  

* Contact: Doc. Lucie Olivova, PhD, Katedra asijskych studii FF UP Olomouc, e-mail: lucieolivova@volny.cz 
"For the complete list of exhibits, see the bilingual catalogue titled Olivova, L. (2009): Krajina cinského umént - 
The Landscape of Chinese Art. Vychodo¢éeska galerie v Pardubicich, pp. 46-57. The exhibition had to be ready 
in a limited time, and so the catalogue contains a few errors. This article provides the opportunity to revise 

them. 

  

   



   

  

    

  

Map of the Summer Palace in Chengde {<0 (plate 1)? 
Although the representation is pictorial, this scroll is clearly a map. It shows - on a large 
scale, viewed from the south — the walled imperial resort which encompasses the palace 

complexes (below in the centre), the lake area in the east, the plain in the north-east, as 

well as a large mountainous area (occupying 80 percent of the actual site) with roads and 
buildings. Beyond the oval perimeter wall, the map further shows the outlying Tibetan 
Buddhist temples along the upper border of the map, and some parts of the town, along 
the left and the lower border. The map is in a fairly good state and the features are easily 
visible; but a few vertical marks remain from when it was kept rolled up. 

‘The resort, which covers 5.64 km’, lies 250 km north-east of Beijing, still exists and is well 
preserved; in 1994 it was added to the UNESCO World Heritage List. Its construction 
history spans almost the whole 18" century (1703-1790), nonetheless its layout was set at 
the very start: it was conceived as a replica of China, and clearly transmits the Qing rulers’ 
visions of themselves and of their newly expanded empire. At the very start, it gained 
the name Mountain Resort for Escaping the Summer's Heat (Bishu shanzhuang hf“ 111 

Hf), and effectively became the second capital, because the court moved there in May 

and stayed until October, nearly every year.’ The practice ended in 1820, the year when 
an emperor died there; his death was regarded as a bad omen. The last time the court 
retreated there was in 1860, fleeing Beijing and the Allied troops; once again, the emperor 
died there. In 1898, the government ceased to fund maintenance of the Chengde summer 
resort. Under the Republic, it became state property. 

Given the subject, the map was most probably produced in a workshop at court. Features 
are labeled: residences and natural sites carry captions in black characters, temples carry 
captions in red. With the exception of a few building complexes, almost all are provided 
with names (see caption to figure 1). We know for certain that the map depicts the resort 
after its completion, featuring sites from the final building phase (1755-92). Dating 
can be derived from the depicted stele (wobei |*\(i}'), which do not have inscriptions, 
but can be identified. So, in the central part of the Hazel gorge (Zhenzi xia Pe -llik, 
without inscription), one can see the horizontal stele, labelled as no. c 8 on figure 1, which 
quite probably represents the “Guyuege bei” 1; Ei {?¥!, a stele carved with 7 poems by 
Qianlong and 1 poem composed by Jiaqing in 1803. Moreover, in the Pines and Clouds 
gorge (Songyun xia 1" lb, without inscription), a stele is visible by the road between the 
two temples (p8 and pg on Figure 1); this is, with all probability, the “Linxia xiti bei” 

PJNet, carved with 6 poems by Qianlong (four of them composed in the 1790s) and 
1 poem by Jiaqing composed in 1806.‘ One can assume that the poems had been carved 
before the stele were erected, while the map was made still later, probably toward the end 
of the 19th century. 

Not all labels on the map were written correctly; here and there the proper character 
was replaced with a homophone; at times, a caption gives the vernacular name instead 

  

‘I would like to thank the Chiang Ching-Kuo Foundation for the award of the EACS/CCK Library Travel 
Grant, which allowed me to study this item. 

* We may note in passing that in 1793 the Qing emperor received a British diplomatic mission there, led by 
George MacCartney. 

Yang Tianzai, pp. 16-41. 

  
 



  

  

of the official one, e.g. xin gong #i'F} (“new palace”) instead of Xumi fushou miao #4 
slit «¢!2) (the Tashilunpo temple). The explanation may be that the painter/scribe was 
insufficiently literate, or that he was being superficial. Another incongruous element is the 
figure of a man walking a mule on a mountain road (plate 1a). Besides him, there is not 
a single human figure on the map, and would we expect one, it would be of a scholar, a 
fisherman or a monk. There are, however, numerous deer and cranes which enliven the 
scene together with lotus flowers on the lake, not to mention the omnipresent trees. 

Nowadays, high oblique views of the Qing summer capital like this one are kept in various 
institutions inside and outside China.’ The fact that they were produced repeatedly over 
the years attests to the pivotal role of Chengde in Qing history. Their various dissimilarities 
are valuable for the study of Qing court cartography. The Naprstek map is unique in 
its format, numerous labels, detailed depiction of the town area, but also in its distinct, 
playful painting style, rendered in somewhat coarse brushstrokes. The homogeneity of 
style suggests that it was painted by a single person whose name is unknown: there is 
neither signature nor seals. The map is undoubtedly one of the most valuable historic 
artifacts recently discovered in the museum's depository. 

Qian Gu, Harbour under Cliff (plate 2) 

This landscape, depicting a sleepy village harbour under a towering cliff, is executed in 
ink and light colours on silk. Near the bottom right border there is the name of Qian Gu 
pe4z, written in elegant cursive. A painter of that name (born 1508, died 1578 or later), 

a direct disciple of the famous master Wen Zhengming \<#'!)] , belonged to the second 
generation of the Suzhou school (Wu pai 5 i)ix).° However, the positive seal printed below 
the signature, with the lower character rubbed off, does not match any of the 24 examples 

of Qian Gu’s seals reproduced in the Contag and C.C. Wang catalogue of seals.’ Nor is the 
painting reminiscent of any works by the Qian Gu from Suzhou, which I could compare.® 
‘The central element of the painting, in both a literal and figurative sense, is the rugged 
peak in a daring shape which rises from the second plane. Steps lead to a pavilion on the 
very top; one pine on each side leans in the opposite direction, highlighting the twist of 
the rock. Just half way up the peak, an imposing staircase leads to a large temple, built 
into the slope. The peak extends beyond the right border of the scroll, but from the left, it 
is surrounded by river. In the front, the first plane is occupied by hilly terrain with sparse 
trees, while by the bank there are the roofs of village houses. The river bend which divides 
the first and the second planes of the composition creates a natural small harbour. A few 
junks with their sails down stand still by the left bank; one junk, loaded and under sail, 
can be seen far up floating toward the imaginary horizon. This scroll is a true shan — shui 
il) 7K; the tranquil water spreads over the left-hand part and fades up, to the upper border, 

  

* In Beijing Library, in the Palace Museums of Beijing, Taibei, and Shenyang, etc. For comparison, see the map 

from the Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., at http://hdl.loc.gow/loc.gmd/g7824c.ct002207 
° His other name (zi) was Shubao 47%, and his soubriquet (hao) was Qingshi #8. See Yu Jianhua (1981), pp. 

1435-1436. 

” Ming Qing huajia yinjian, pp. 340-341, 524-525. I am using the Chinese re-edition compiled by Zhou 

Guangpei (1987), see List of References. 

* For example, “Landscape after Wu Zhen and Ni Yunlin’, and “Sitting by the River Alone’, both reproduced in 
Suzhou Museum (2006), pp. 58 and 59; or “Chess game in a Banana pavilion’, reproduced in Les Montagnes 

célestes (2004), p. 190, etc. 
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while in contrast, its bottom and right-hand sections are filled with mountains. Although 
there are no figures, the architecture and ships alone give this painting a hint of the genre 
scene. The well-mastered, very fine brushwork mostly uses ink, and the green foliage of 
trees and red pillars of the temple are restrained. An eye-catching technical element are 
the numerous ink dots topped with bright azure, which help highlight the volume of the 
central peak, and give the scene a certain feeling of movement. It could have been made in 
the late 18" or early 19" centuries. Yu Jianhua’s biographical dictionary (p. 1346) includes 
two more artists by the name of Qian Gu, of less reputation than the Ming painter. They 
lived in the subsequent Qing dynasty, one of them in Songjiang {</L., while the other 
came from Zhejiang, Xiaoshan #i\|!. The first one was also a poet, and during his life 
gained fame through his calligraphy, which was very much in demand. It can be imagined 
that he might have used script and poems in his works. The second one, nicknamed 
Longhong jji//,, was a landscape artist, “not bound by hard and fast rules, of a proud and 
arrogant bearing” (ibidem). The seal does not correspond to their other names, however, 

and since their works are not known to us, we cannot do anything else but call attention 
to the fact that one of them could possibly be the author. 

Li Weixin, Flowers (plate 3) 

This paper scroll (43 x 32 cm) recently underwent restoration, was remounted and is 
in excellent condition. The painting shows four flowering species: in the upper part a 

peach (Chin.: Jinzhanhua <@ &/(; Latin: Prunus Persica Plena), in the centre a rose (Chin.: 

Yueji }] # ; Latin: Rosa chinensis), to its left a lilac (Chin.: Zidingxiang 3k J 7; Latin: 
Syringa), and in the bottom left a marigold (Chin.: Bitao #i4/k; Latin: Calendula). They 

are depicted in fine brushstrokes, carefully and faithfully capturing each plant’s distinct 
details, almost like an illustration from a botanical handbook. The inscription in bold 
cursive is executed in wet ink which contrasts with the finesse of the flowers. Its contents 
are almost reminiscent of a handbook, too, this time perhaps a gardener’s handbook. First, 
there are various names for every plant,’ then information on the form of their leaves and 
colour of their flowers, even how to plant them. Certainly all four would hardly appear 
flowering together at the same time, since the peach tree is somewhat earlier than the 
other three species, which bloom in late spring and early summer. 

‘The inscription concludes with the signature Youan /j /f; and two square seals: the positive 
one reads “Youan” and the negative one reads: chen Weixin yin [£7 FU, “seal of the 
minister Weixin’. The expression “minister” (chen [:1, also translated as “serve”, “humble 
servant” etc.) preceded the artist’s signature when the painting was commissioned by the 
imperial workshop. It was not very easy to identify the painter, Li Weixin 4 #1, because 
reference books do not list the soubriquet Youan, but the informal name (zi) Qiquan C4 
ix. He came from Chenggong ‘!{ in Yunnan province, earned the title juren 4% A in 
1795, and held the relatively high office of the magistrate of Jingxing /f[ district in 
Hebei province, far from his home. He was accomplished in prose writing and landscape 

  

* One has to be reminded, however, that some denominations are colloquial, unrecognized by dictionaries; see 
the transcription of the calligraphy in the caption. I am deeply grateful to Petr Herynek and Josef Smazik for 
identifying the plants, and to Ms. Qiu Shihua [:hifi# for helping me read the inscription. 

   



  

  

painting, and excelled in the eccentric style of the 17" century Mei Qing #¥JF. He died 
OO Vees 

On this scroll, however, he depicted flowers, another subject matter worthy of a refined 
gentleman. Both the calligraphy and painting are masterly and accomplished; the manner 
follows the famous 17"-century flower painter Yun Shouping |i. whose “aim was 
private expression rather than scientific illustration.”'’ Here, the approach is reversed. Li 
Weixin left us a convincing example of the growing interest among the Chinese educated 
elite in gardening — of gardening becoming a reputable pastime. 

Jiang Tingxi, Peonies and a Swallowtail Butterfly (plate 4) 
This untitled paper-scroll, featuring peonies and a swallowtail butterfly, Papilio bianor,' 
is signed by an artist with a much wider reputation. Jiang Tingxi #% £% (1669-1732) 

was born in Jiangsu province in south China where he passed the second round of state 
examinations in 1699, and then continued to the capital to try the third, metropolitan 
round, Although he failed, the emperor invited him to stand for the final palace 
examination. So he gained the title jinshi if£ 1: (doctor, scholar) which opened the way to 
a succession of official posts in various ministries. Finally, he was entrusted with editing 
the encyclopaedia Gujin tushu jicheng \' “|i 4; 42%, and his fame has thus lasted until 
the present day. In the arts, he is remembered in much the same way as the finest flower 
painter of the Kangxi period.’ Because of his affinity with the palace and government, he 
is commonly labelled a “court painter’, but that is not a precise description of his role. 

On the Naprstek Museum painting, the short inscription says, “After Baiyang shanren 
Fiballi A? ie. after Chen Chun fii 7? (1484-1544), the famous master who introduced 

paintings of flowers in the “boneless” technique, mogu (/}<. Indeed, the rendering of the 
peonies — especially the leaves, and the inclining stem — are reminiscent of the style of 
Chen Chun, although the latter never painted insects on his flower paintings. Moreover, 
the other paintings of flowers by Jiang Tingxi that I have been able to inspect use the 
technique of “meticulous brush’, with fine ink outlines and bright colouring on silk. Their 
inscriptions give the title of the painting, the dating and the signature of the artist: Jiang 
Tingxi. They were written in standard script, not in cursive as here, where the name is 
given as a soubriquet: Nansha [ij /). The other paintings are from the Palace Museums, 
Taibei and Beijing, and naturally bear imperial seals (and inscriptions). On this painting 
there are only the artist’s seals, the negative one reads “Seal of Jiang Tingxi” and the lower, 

positive one reads “Nansha’. Of the 54 seals collected by Victoria Contag and C.C. Wang 

  

Based on Yu Jianhua (1981), p. 399; and data provided by Qiu Shihua S} -1-4£ of the National Palace Museum, 
Taibei. I am grateful to Ms. Qiu for transcribing the inscription on this painting, and the painting by Chen 
Banding. 

' Murck, A. (2005), p. 310. 

Tam grateful to Professor Stanislav Komarek for identifying the butterfly. 
' 1662-1722. In fact, Jiang Tingxi did not enter the palace before 1703. 
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under this painter’s name, none provides a match." There are several seals with the same 
four characters as the first one, but the order of the characters is different (anti-clockwise). 

The name Nansha is not used on the seals in the catalogue. These findings cast some 
doubt upon the authenticity of the authorship, but they do not suffice to refute it. In my 
opinion, the painting may be spurious, executed in Republican Beijing.’ At the time, the 
art market yielded objects formerly in the court collections, and Jiang Tingxi was known 
as a court painter. Besides, the subject-matter and the playful manner corresponded with 
the contemporary taste for flower paintings in a free and lusty style, with finely-painted 
insects.'° 

Chen Banding, Mountain Landscape with Army (plate 5) 

For several decades, Chen Nian fi“, styled Banding 4? J (April 1877—January 1970) was 
one of the leading figures among Beijing artists specializing in traditional ink painting, 
guohua |\\1:. He was, nonetheless, from southern China, born in Shaoxing. Self-taught, 
he moved to Shanghai in 1894, and became acquainted with Ren Bonian {F{H“F (who 
died 1896) and Wu Changshi 4/4 {ii (1844-1927). Later, he moved into Wu’s house and 

for more than ten years studied calligraphy, painting and seal-carving with him; he also 
edited his writings. He frequently met with several other artists on the then-flourishing 
Shanghai art scene but, as can be imagined, Wu Changshi had the strongest impact on 
him. Then, in 1906, he moved to Beijing where he made his living by teaching and selling 
his works, and soon also became recognized as a connoisseur. In 1917 he received the 
post of librarian at Beijing University; in 1931,he was employed as professor at Beijing 
Academy of Arts (since 1950 the Central Academy of Arts).!” 

Before Qi Baishi *|'141 (1863-1957) made himself a name, Chen Banding was already 
a respected painter of flowers in the abstracting xieyi ji mode, in the North.'® On 
his paintings of chrysanthemums, geraniums, daffodils and peonies, he performed the 
boneless flower painting technique, and brought to Beijing something of the vigour 
and freshness of his Shanghai training. Still, as Jiang Jianfei (1980, p. 54) noted, his style 
remained within the tradition, he neither reinvigorated, nor innovated ... Less often, he 
painted landscapes, moving away from Wu Changshi and showing obvious interest in the 
techniques of the 17" century individualists, namely of Shitao {1%:;. It is assumed that this 
interest was stimulated by the painter Chen Shizeng [fill # (1875-1923) who settled in 
Beijing after the founding of the republic. He and Chen Banding became close and met 
daily; their paintings were similar in some respects, too. 

This distinct landscape style, characterized by the application of ink dots, is quite evident 
in the painting of blue equestrians riding through a mountain pass. The inscription at 

  

'* Zhou Guangpei (1987), pp. 325-328, 523. 

Beijing 14% is the modern Chinese transliteration of Peking. At the time of the Chinese Republic, it was 
renamed Beiping 14. 

'° The painting is damaged, vertically torn from the top half down. For this reason, it could not be exhibited in 

Pardubice, and now awaits restoration. 
” For the changing names of the academy, see Sullivan (2006), p. xvii. 

’ Xieyi means “to capture the idea’, this being more important to the painter than to convey the true form of 
the depicted object. 
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the upper right corner quotes four verses by Dai Liang #%J2 (1317-1384), taken from a 
long poem of twenty lines which described the powerful celestial horse.'? Chen Banding, 
however, breached the context of the poem and only excerpted lines 7 through 10 which 
fit the description of cavalry in resplendent attire, swiftly arriving “in the capital whose 
five gates are open.” He quite possibly anticipated the takeover of Beijing by a Chinese 
army. We may also recall that the poet Dai Liang lived under the Yuan dynasty, a dynasty 
governed by alien Mongols.*” What I propose to do next is to examine the meaning of 
this painting and how it possibly reflected the atmosphere in Beijing in the last year of 
the Japanese rule. 

When he was already over seventy, “the old man Banding” was one of those who, in 
September 1949, founded the Beijing Research Institute of Chinese Painting (Beijing 
Zhongguohua yanjiuhui JC.) Pd t4E)2' This organisation gained the approval of 
the new regime, and being the largest and the most prominent establishment of traditional 
ink painting in the new China, it guided its fate amidst the ensuing reformed arts. Chen 
became its third president. Furthermore, in 1957, he was appointed the vice director of 
the newly established College of Arts (Zhongguo huayuan "b.f:% now Beijing huayuan 
{30 ebc), which had a similar orientation to the Research Institute. Both organisations, 
and the artists they gathered, could not withstand the politics of the Cultural Revolution. 
In 1968, Chen Banding was criticised — together with Pan Tianshou 1 KS (1897-1971) 

and Qi Baishi — for painting “bourgeois” pictures; he was also declared a black painter. 

Li Keran, Red Rain (plate 6) 

Of the works discussed here, Red rain is the only one which has been previously 
published.” It was painted by Li Keran # "J 4 (1907-1989), one of the greatest guohua 
64s painters of the modern period, probably in 1954.” The composition is divided into 
vertical halves. On the left, tall tree trunks are bending under the pressure of the blowing 
wind, while their leaves, suggested by red dots, are flying in the air. In the right-hand 
section, there is a figure of a sturdy buffalo, in light ink wash, and above him empty space 
and the inscription. Behind the grove, two boys are closely watching something inside a 
small pot. The rapt concentration of this couple, tiny in comparison with the trees and the 

  

The poem is entitled “Inscription on the painting of Celestial Horse, owned by lord Pingzhang” (Ti Pingzhang 
gong suocang Tianma tu vi“ % Zit it AMS iil). See the full text at http://book.guqu.net/liechaoshiji/12142. 
html. The whereabouts of the painting are unknown. 

* As a matter of fact, Dai Liang remained loyal to the Yuan dynasty. Inasmuch it may seem startling to us now, 

it was not unusual at the time. For Dai’s biography, see Langlois (1976). 

*! We may as well note that it was initially called “New Research Institute of Chinese Painting” (Xin Zhongguohua 
yanjiuhui $i: WIC), clearly seeking the legacy of the Zhongguohua yanjiuhui founded in Beijing in 
1918, by Jin Cheng 44% (1878-1926). Chen Banding also used to be a member of this important art group. 

* It had been reproduced several times, first in A. Hoffmeister, L. Hajek, E. Rychterova (1959): Soucasné cinské 

malifstvi [Contemporary Chinese art]. Nakladatelstvi Ceskoslovenskych vytvarnych umélct, Praha, p. 123, 
titled Autumn wind; recently in J. Hejzlar, Z. Sklenat (2008): Cchi Paj-s’ a jeho slavni Zdci Li Kche-Zan a Chuang 
Jung-jti [Qi Baishi and his famous disciples Li Keran and Huang Yongyu]. Galerie Zdenék Sklenaf, Praha, p. 
81, entitled Cowherds under falling leaves. 

* Since Li Keran is well known today, I do not elaborate on his biography. Wan Qingli #7 J and Sun Meilan 
£5204 have written extensively on him and his art. For basic information, see Sullivan (2006), p. 82. Li’s 

paintings in Czech collections were published in a monograph by Eva Rychterova (1963), former Chinese art 

curator at the Naprstek museum. 
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animal, is compelling. This artist liked to paint herds of cattle and buffalo, a recollection 
of his childhood home in Jiangsu; this painting, however, tries to convey the idea of red 
leaves falling down like rain. The image is borrowed from a witty verse by Shitao /1 {i} 
(1642-1718), and quoted in the inscription. Li Keran greatly admired the 17" century 
landscape artist for his individuality (gexing {\!l’), and considered him exceptional in 
Qing dynasty art that he (Li Keran) dissociated himself with.” In spite of the “red rain’, 

the pervasive element on this scroll are the thick lines of blackish ink, and above all it has 
a strong feeling of austerity. 

Conclusion 

The collection of Chinese paintings and prints in the Naprstek Museum amounts to 
nearly 3500 items and — unlike the analogical collection in the National Gallery, Prague 
- has not yet been scrutinised in entirety. We may therefore look forward to significant 
discoveries, such as the map of the Summer Palace in Chengde, introduced in this article. 
More observations about the collection can be made by the example of the five paintings 
discussed above. As elsewhere in Europe, “old” paintings are a challenge. Works signed 
by names of some note, in this context by Jiang Tingxi, may not be genuine. It was safer 

for the foreign buyer on the Chinese market to acquire works of lesser-known artists, 
and it is wiser for contemporary researchers to concentrate on them. This requires that 
we broaden our expertise and erudition, travel to China and inspect their collections, 
and invite foreign scholars to view our paintings. We cannot, for example, determine the 
authorship of Harbour under Cliff unless we gain some familiarity with the works of the 
two artists named Qian Gu, who both lived during the Qing dynasty. 

In the group of 20" century paintings, the situation is quite different. Thanks to the 
exhibitions which the artist and collector Vojtéch Chytil® staged in Prague and other 
towns in the 1930s, Czechs soon became aware of the contemporary ink paintings in xieyi 

ik technique and were highly appreciative of it. Like Chytil, Czechoslovak collectors 
in the 1950s were able to acquire paintings directly from the artists who later became 
China's best. In general, the artists were active in Beijing, works by southerners are rare. 

The National Gallery's collection is larger, but the Naprstek Museum has works by a few 
masters which the National Gallery does not have, and can also boast brilliant masters like 

  

“Li Keran, “Tan xue shanshuihua? wii) ti [Talking about how to learn landscape painting], first published 
in Meishu yanjiu %(\sW%E 1979. Republished in Sun Meilan (1991), pp. 183-213. The evaluation of Qing 
dynasty art and Shitao appears on pp. 193-194, 

» V. Chytil (1896-1936) first came to China during the 1st World War, with the Czechoslovak legions. In 1921, 

he graduated at the Academy of Arts at Prague and, fascinated by the Chinese art, he returned to Beijing 
in 1924. He taught oil-painting at Beijing Academy and at the same time greatly admired and collected 

contemporary Chinese ink painting, especially the works executed in the abstracting da xieyi K'#5% mode. 

‘The exhibitions of his collection which he staged in Prague in 1929 and 1931 provoked unexpected attention 
among the Czech public. For more information on Chytil and his hitherto unknown correspondence see the 

article by Helena Capkova ( SOAS, London), in Uméni/Art LVIII/2010: 63-72. 
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Li Keran, or unique pieces like the landscape by Chen Banding. We can only hope that a 

catalogue of the Naprstek Museums collection appears one day. 
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Figure 1: Annotated Map of Chengde Summer Palace 
Based on the manuscript map from Naprstek Museum, inv. No 19 726. Drawing by 

Veronika Rafajova. The labels on the map are in italics, the names of temples are written 
in capitals. Additional titles and notes, not on the map, are in upright letters. 

The palace district 

Zheng gong |I:‘'; (the main palace) 
1 Lizheng men He it-|"); 2 Bishu shanzhuang we WE; 3 Shang zheng men [-1F/"; 4 
Nanmu dian }ij A)& (official name = Danbojingcheng Wi {Hwwk); 5 Sizhi shuwu PUGS 
lk (i should be written as Hil); 6 Yanbo zhishuang }¥i3)% 7 48 (sleeping room); 7 Yunshan 

shengdi lou 2212 ir WE (227i should be written as Ht) 

(the lateral palace complexes) 
8 Xi Age suo Pb AEHT; 9 Zhonglou Hit (bell tower); 10 Qian gong fil EF; 11 Shengrong 
dong suo "4% 4ST; 12 Er dao men —.3i4|"') (gate); 13 Xiao nan men ’|\ FAI") (gate); 14 He 

yuan "¥|5 (garden) 

(palace administration) 

15 Cangmen |") \loueee gate); 16 Zongying yamen As‘ (8 ']; 17 Yin ku $k JHi (treasury, 
bank); 18 Gong cang #5, (palace storage); 19 Kuaiji si #7 it) (account office) 

(residence complex on the lake) 

20 Wanhe songfeng 4 ®%#4 )£l; 21 Ba fang ting /\ Jj (octagonal pavilion) 

Dong gong E4 (Eastern palace) 

22 Cheng guan 3% li; 23 Shan hu ##° (snuff tobacco store); 24 Dehui men faiHEl' (gate); 
25 Da xilou Ajit (Grand theatre); 26 Le zheng dian Ni); 27 Qian liang chu § Sete 
(board of excise) 

A/a - The lake district 
al Ba kong zha /\7# ii] (the sluice with 8 openings; official name = Shuixin xie 7 L»t}}); a2 
Wen yuan |x (full name = Wen yuan Shizi lin SC [+ Sil F #8); a3 Yue se jiang sheng J (& 
uL es ; a4 pavilion, without inscription; a5 Qing shu shan guan jis fy | 8A; a6 Jie de tang i 
(3; a7 HUASHEN MIAO {CiiHlI/@] (official name = Huiwanzongchun zhi miao [if 7 3< 48) 

a8 Liubei ting men jit de*"|") (gate); a9 Rehe [quan] (the spring of the river Rehe); al0 
Dong chuanwu iii (should be written as 45, the eastern shipyard) 

all JinsHAn 42111 (Golden mountain with the SHaNGp1 GE |‘) pavilion); al2 Ruyi 
zhou MN Ui 

al3 Fain si Ks; al4 Huanbi F748; al5 Yanyu lou PEs 

al6 Fangyuan ju 77 |) (the “shopping street”); a17 Ruyi hu ANAS", a square pavilion 
without inscription; al8 Fang min yuan liu 77 {Gx it (the correct name is Fangzhu linliu 

7746 hit Ut.) 
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al9 Li feng shi \ZIKE4 (rock); a20 Chang giao I2*§ (bridge); a21 Xi chuanwu (4 htt} 
(western shipyard); a22 Lin fang ye lin 72%; a23 Wenjin ge Cf (the library); oa a 
building without inscription 

B/b - The plain 
bl sida ting V4" (four large pavilions); b2 wobei {#\ 1! (a horizontal stele); b3 a building 

complex without inscription; b4 Yoneyou si 7k {/i< (with the Relic Pagoda); b5 Chenhui 
lou [ae Kap (official name = Suyun yan (fZ2H8); b6 Hui di ji [men] Ait 7 (gate); b7 
Longwang ge jie £1; b8 Chunhao xuan 4 lf tif 

C/c - The mountain district 
Zhenzi xia = eee gorge) 

(should be ‘hie valle of the empress- a a oes luozhao $\l& ue 5 
BIFENG si ¥3)8\5¥; c6 Bifeng men#2JE\/"| (gate); c7 Xi duizi I; 4E-4; c8 a stele without 
inscription (most probably Gu yuege bei (fy ME: 1); c9 Tiemen #1" (iron gate) 

Xi yu Pale (Western valley) 
10 Xi yu Pal; c11 Jruyun st % 225%; c12 a pavilion without inscription; c13 You zhen 
yi xuan BAP 

Songlin xia KAKI Ce forest gorge) 
14 Zuuyuan si SASF; c14.1 Tone pian $iJ)& (Bronze pavilion inside the temple); c15 

Pubu i 4fi; (waterfall) c16 LAo YE DIAN 424); C17 Shi ju 45 (official name = Shizhe 
ju £54); c18 a pavilion without inscription 

Lishu xia 42 fiyllxt (Pear tree gorge) 

19 Simian yunshan [tingzi] PUM S214" F (pavilion); c20 Lihua ban yue 4464 A; 20.1 
Cigi ku #é45/8i (the storage of ceramics, another name of the above); c21 LONGWANG 
MIAO He} 

D/d - Songyun xia fll (Pines and clouds gorge) 
dl Xibei men PALM (gate); d2 Fanghe ting Ki#5** should be Shihe ting fi #55"); d3 
Yizhao zhai ‘HHA#T; d4 a pune complex (villa) without inscription (probably Bijing 
tang zante or Hanging zhai @ ht); dS Chang xin zhai Jat #4; D6 SHuryuAN’AN JK 
7u (the correct name = Shuiyue an 7K FJ ffi); d7 ZHANTAN Lin Js th fis (SE should be 

written as #4144); d8 GUANGYUAN GONG Ji Jt £4; d9 SHANSHEN MIAO LLIiH1/#) (official name 

= Xianyuan zhaoling {ili 74%); d10 Shanjin xuan LCF; d11 Doumu miAo ++ 85; d12 
Kuang guan "W431; d13 Xia piao #245 (renamed Yan hua chuan # di # by Qianlong) 

E/e — temples and other complexes beyong the wall, on north and east 
el Shizi yuan fifi fle]; e2 Luonan TANG #EYE 7%; e3 Jie tar FKG@ (Monks ordination 
terrace); e4 SHUXIANG SI TK(RSF; eS BUDALA Afi 1¥ "(the Potala temple); e6 XIN GONG #1 
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, (official name = Xumi fushou miao Aff it + /#5, the Pee temple); e7 YAOwANG 
MIAO “#2 FJ] (Lord of Medicine temple); e8 Da Fo sr Kis +7 (official name = Puning si ee 

88. ); e9 LONGWANG GE HE 

el0 Yrtr MIAO {f+ Fil fej; ELL ANYUAN MIAO “2138 )8); e 12 Puce sx #4437; e 13 PuREN sr ji 

{<F (with character ren wrongly written); e14 Wulie he f.74}"] (river); e15 Qingchui feng 
ry 
258 I (rock); e16 Hama shi 44 (mountain) 

F/f — the town of om 
fl Pusa Miao #%b%}#i; £2 Kaopeng Hl] (examination hall); £3 Chengde fu 7K fi) 

(magistrate’s office); a Changping cang ‘ii (storage); £5 Chaicao ie Fe Jy 
(storage); £6 Zahuo juzi i Fijaif (storage); £7 CHENGHUANG MIAO Sikh )Hj (City God 
Temple); £8 Dao yamen i 41!" (district office); 9 WENCHANG GE SC Ei[&l; £10 WEN MIAO 
SC Jii (Temple of Confucius); f11 Hone mrao sHAN 41) 11; £12 Hong giao 41.4% (bridge); 
f13 HuosHEN Miao ‘X fi! ff); £14 Wu mrao XSi] (Temple of Guandi); f15 Fu jing suo if 
AK} (library) 
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Plate la 

Detail with the human figure, from the Map of the Summer 

Palace. 

  
Plate 2 

Qian Gu (Qing dynasty): Harbour under Cliff. Ink and light colours colours on silk, 126 x 55 cm. Undated, signed 

“Qian Gu’, seal partly damaged. 
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Plate 3 

Li Weixin (d. 1837): Flowers. Ink and colours on paper, 43 x 32 cm. Undated, signed “Youan’, seals “Youan” and 

“chen Weixin yin’. 

Inscription transcribed into characters and pinyin: 

emt. -4ARet., -ARRS. AWAY. SUM, SMR. wee, ER 
We. EXOT . BCR MOE . BYRNE Gn , PAPAL Se . HAAN AB (2). 
AB—-ZARA. -4ASAl, ee ee RRA RSL, FREE, 
SUNT. EH?) RAR. HEA AL. A, RR AL= fe. BA—BA, DORE Ae. 
ARIA AA, ROR. AE. SH OR ee bee 
a ADE. ARAMARK RAB AH. 
49 DET UPR E Ze HELA. EU. 
AA J 
Jinzhanhua yiming changshouhua, yiming xingyecao. Gao si, wu cun, ye si liu, hou er xia, bao jing sheng, shen 

roucui. Hua da ru zhiding, ban xia chang er yuan, kai shi tuantuan ru zhan, se you hong, huang, xiangxu bujue zhe. 
Yueji yiming yueyuehong, yiming douxuehong, yiming shengchun. Guan sheng, chuchu renjia duo cha zhi, gingjing 

changman, xiaoye ru giangwei. Jing ye ye ju you ci, hua you hong, bai, danhong sanse. Suiyue yikai, sishi bujue. 

Zidingxiang, muben, ye changlii, duisheng. Chun he chu xinye ru huangdouye, kaihua nenzhishang meicong 

shubai duo, duo kai si ban, you zi, bai er se, yu “Bencao” dingxiang ru “Yaopu” zhe butong ye. 
Bitao shuyu bantaohua zhi bian, hua zao yi zhi, qi se shen mei. 

Youan. 
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Plate 4 

Jiang Tingxi ? (1669-1732): Peonies and a Swallowtail Butterfly. Ink and colours on paper, 86 x 31.4 cm. Undated, 
” 

signed “Nansha’, seals “Jiang Tingxi yin” and “Nansha’”. Inscription: “After Baiyang shanren (i.e. Chen Chun)  
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Plate 5 

Chen Nian (1876-1970): Mountain Landscape with Army. Ink and colours on paper, 140 x 37.5 cm. 

Dated 1945 (yiyou 2.4), signed “Banding laoren, at the age of seventy,’ seals (negative) “Banding laoren’ 

and “Chen Nian“ The oval, positive seal preceding the inscription reads /di (“bamboo” at the top and (4 at the 
bottom). In the lower left corner, there is a collector's seal. 

Transcribed setae ni in characters and pinyin: 

MARAE AM, Stee A Asa, AG Ky, Jeo Be 
Jinyi shizhe jie ruo fei, zijiang jinle kan jun qi, que yi fulin chuxian shi, fengcheng wumen pingdan di. 
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Plate 6 

Li Keran (1907-1989): Red Rain. Ink and colours on paper, 98.5 x 59.5 cm. Undated, signed “Keran’, seal “Keran” 

and two collectors’ seals in the lower left corner. 

Inscription: 

Shitao shi yun, Qiufeng chuixia hongyu lai, bing hua qi yi, Keran. (ivefid Z PK PRL MI AR ME ES. BY AS. 
(The poem by Shitao says, “Autumn wind blows down the red rain.’| painted this idea, Keran.)


